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BuBysinesFraternities

The Delta Kappa chapter of the
International Fraternity of Delta
Sigma Pi, America's largest professional fraternity, cordially invites all sophomores and juniors
majoring in Economics in the College of Arts and Sciences or
enrolled in the College of Business
Administration to their second
semester rush meeting. This meeting will be conducted February 4th
at 7:30 in the Senior Lounge.

Delta

Eta

chapter of Alpha

Kappa Psd, America's first professional fraternity in business,
will conduct its sixth rush meeting
Wednesday at 7:30 P.M. in the

Constitution Room of the 1200
Beacon Street Motel.
All sophomores and juniors majoring in economics in A&S and in
CBA are eligible for membership
in the fraternity and are invited to
attend the meeting.
The fraternity which has as its
primary interest the advancement
of its members in their own selfdevelopment and in the profession
of business conducts activities
throughout the academic year to
serve this end. Professional meetings with businessmen, bankers,

FamWousRecital
PriwaldnGsiltve

By JOHN GALLIVAN

Lectures Discuss

The Order of the Cross and Crown will present to the
faculty, students, and friends of Boston College a recital by
the internationally-famed piano virtuoso, Jesus Maria Sanroma. The recital will take place Sunday, Feb. 9, at 8:30 P.M.
Series, in Bapst Library Auditorium.

CatholicPioneers

The University Lecture
sponsored by the Institute of Adult
Education, will offer a special
Sanroma has played over 2,000 concerts in 19 different
salute to the Sesquicentennial An- countries, over 600 performances with nearly
100 different
niversary of the Archdiocese of
Boston on Thursday evenings orchestras, and has been featured at the major music festiduring the month of February, it vals both in this country and abroad. He has appeared on
was announced by Rev. John P. coast-to-coast broadcasts over all the top
networks, and he
Rock, S.J., Director of the Institute

Delta Sigma Pi is one of the
leading and most prominent fraternities in the entire professional
field. The fraternity fosters the
study of business in universities,
encourages scholarship, social acof Adult Education.
tivity, and the association of students for theirmutualadvancement
personnel men, entrepreneurs,
by research and practice, and prosalesmen and representatives of
motes a closer affiliation between
of business activity,
the commercial world and the stu- other spheres
are held often. Plant tours are also
dents of commerce. It has carried conducted.
on an active professional program
In addition, the annual Children's
as well as aided community activiparticipation in the Mothers'
Day,
ties in the past semester.
March on Polio, work at the CathoThe second semester rush meet- lic Boys' Guidance center and
ing will outline the history of the aiding in parents' Days here are
fraternity and give a clear insight examples of the fraternity's recoginto both the professional and nition of its responsibility to
social aspects of this organization. community as well as school.

stars every Sunday as both MC and artist on a television
series in his native Puerto Rico.

ShedSpeaks

AtCandlemas

The works of the eminent British
historian and scholar, Christopher
Dawson, will be the main subject
of discussion in the eleventh annual Candlemas lecture next Monday. Dawson's works are renowned
in the field of medieval history and
his many volumes on Western
civilization have established him
as one of the foremost historians
of our time.

PlaniWgB
SehokwJunir egins;

Semi-Formal Tagged ?Interlude?
The Junior Show Committee
extends an invitation to every
member of the class of '59 to
participate in the production of
their show B. C. Collegiate. To get
the work started, there will be
registration and a general business
meeting on Tuesday, February 4th,
at 2:45 in Lyons 215. At this time
the directors will outline the needs
and plans for the production. It is
imperative that all those interested
attend.

The Junior Class has announced
that Jay Connolly, A&S '59, has
won the "Name the Dance" contest.
His entry suggested "Interlude,"
and this will be the name of the
semi-formal dance to be held at the
Longwood Towers, Brookline, on
Saturday, February 15th.
The music at the "Interlude
Semi-formal" will be supplied by
Pete Derba, and tickets, at $2.50,
are on sale in the foyer of the
Lyons Hall cafeteria.

A Catalan background, Puerto
Rican birth, and a New England
upbringing have given Sanroma a
Pan-American understanding which
it is said has contributed greatly
to his musical interpretation. As
a child prodigy, in his home of
Fajardo, Puerto Rico, he was sent
by his government to the New
England Conservatory where he
studied under Antoinette Szumowska, one of the few pupils of
Paderewski. He later studied in
Berlin with Arthur Schnabel.
Sanroma is a champion of modern
composers but he is equally at
home among the classics. He was
featured soloist with the Gershwin
Concert Orchestra on the recent
tours of the Gershwin Festival.
Tickets to the recital are free,
with a limit of two to a person.
They may be obtained from Cross
and Crown representatives or from
the office of the Registrar in the
School of Ed. or from the Offices
of the Dean of men in A&S and

Speaking on this subject will be
Mr. Frank Sheed, head of Sheed
and Ward publishing house. Mr.
Under the general theme "The Sheed has been acclaimed as the
Catholic Pioneers of New England" most prominent living Catholic CBA.
will be discussed four giant figures publisher.
in the early development of the
Mr. Sheed is a prodigious author.
Archdiocese: (1) Missionary TraSome
of his recent works include
ditions
Sebastian Rasle on Feb.
John Theology and Sanity, Society and
6; (2) First Foundations
Cheverus on Feb. 13; (3) Heroic Sanity, Nullity of Marriage, and
elly
CharlK
es
John Fenwick on Feb. Communism and Man. His latest
Buildings
Last Tuesday night, the Heights
20; and (4) Fathering the Immi- book, Theology for Beginners, is
managing board announced the
now a popular best-seller.
(Continued on Page 2)
promotion of Charles Kelly to the
The well-known publisher has position of Associate Editor. Mr.
also been noted for his work in the Kelly is a senior English major in
Westminster Catholic Evidence the College of Arts and Sciences
Guild which is an organization de- and has been the Heights drama
critic for the past year.
of Arts and Sciences. This chapter signed to bring Catholic
doctrine
Mr. Kelly also holds membership
is now the only honor society on and the Catholic viewpoint to the
in Alpha Sigma Nu, the Society of
campus which recognizes the outman in the street. Mr. Sheed's
the Cross and Crown, and the
standing students of all three un-

Rev. Martin Harney, S.J.

?

HeiE
ghts lect

?

?

ANSlpEiAghuledmavmS
ints eniors

One of the highest honors that through scholarship, loyalty, and
can be achieved by the under- service to their university. The
graduate at Boston College is Society thus honors not merely

membership in Alpha Sigma Nu.
Established in 1915 at Marquette
University, the Society now serves
as the National Jesuit Honor Society. There are chapters established in 18 Jesuit colleges and
universities, recognizing in each of
these institutions those students
who have distinguished themselves

proficiency in a limited phase of
collegiate life, but rather excellence dergraduate schools.
in all.
On January 22, 1958 the eightFounded in 1939
eenth group of students from
The Boston College Chapter of Boston College was formally iniAlpha Sigma Nu was established tiated into the Society. Brian
in 1939 by Rev. Joseph R. N. Max- Concannon, B. C. '56, presided,
well, S.J., then Dean of the College assisted by Henry Ashenbrenner,
St. Joseph's College '56, and

theological background was recognized by the Vatican when last
June he was awarded an honorary
Doctorate of Sacred Theology.

Sodality. He Is president of the
B. C. Dramatic Society, director of
dramatics at Emmanuel College,
and is currently co-director of
Christus, the passion play preThe Candlemas Lecture will be sented by St. Kevin's Parish of
delivered in Fulton 412 at 4:30 this Dorchester. Mr. Kelly is also the
father of three children.
Monday.

William Donlon, B. C. '57.

Guest at Ceremony
Reverend Arthur A. MacGillivray, S.J., moderator, represented
the president of the university in
the ceremony.
Guests at the informal reception
following the initiation included:
Reverend William Y. E. Casey, S.J.,
Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences; Rev. W. Seavey Joyce,
S.J., Dean of the College of Business Administration; Dr. Donald
White, Associate Dean of the College of Business Administration;
and Rev. Charles Donovan, S.J.,
Dean of the School of Education.

The seniors initiated are: President Paul D. Keleher, CBA; vicepresident Michael I. Grady, A&S;
treasurer Kenneth R. McPherson,
(Heights Photo by Peter Carroll)

Shown at the recent induction of new members into the Alpha Sigma
Nu Honor Society are (seated) Rev. Charles F. Donovan, S.J., Rev. W.
Seavey Joyce, S.J., and Rev. William Y. E. Casey, S.J., and (standing)
Howard Powers, Charles Kelly, Martin McLaughlin, Mr. Donald White,
Rev. Arthur A. MacGillivray, S.J., Bernard Senick, Michael Grady,
Joseph Giere, Paul Keliher, Kenneth McPherson and Harvey Hurwitz.

A&S; secretary Paul Lucy, CBA;

Edward Densmore, CBA; Joseph
(Heights Photo by Peter Carroll)
W. Geire, A&S; Harvey I. Hurwitz,
A&S; Charles J. Kelly, A&S; New gym begins to take shape. The steel framework of the on campus
Martin J. McLaughlin, CBA; Howard F. Powers, CBA; Bernard basketball facilities is in a state of near completion, giving some idea
Senick, School of Education.
of the shape and size of the structure that our future teams will enjoy.

Qllf* ijftgljtis
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Two Juniors To
Go to West Point

Foreign Trade

CWrite-TachsIdeas

AsBasi
Literature
Of
s

xpert
HeaE
rs

Two B.C. Juniors have been invited to spend four days in an
orientation of the United States
Military Academy at West Point.
They are Francis Connors, and
Louis Sheedy, both CBA '59.

At its last meeting, the Foreign
Trade Club presented Mr. D. Fred
Hurley, Advertising and Public
Relations Director for the Port of
Boston Commission. Mr. Hurley
spoke on "Problems of the Port of
Boston."
He showed how the lack of funds
for advertising has become a serious problem for the port. He explained that the endeavors of the
Port Commission to float a bond
issue have repeatedly failed.
Another serious obstacle to the
growth of the Port which Mr.
Hurley stressed is the existence of
a parity rate which equalizes ocean
rates regardless of point of origin.
The Foreign Trade Club announces that at their next meeting,
February 4, a film will be shown
and the ? election of new officers

While Mr. Connors and

Mr.

Sheedy are at the Academy, they
will participate in all West Point
activities and be subject to cadet
rules and regulations. The pair
was selected by Colonel Cibotti to
represent Boston College because
of their outstanding academic and
ROTC records in the class of '59.

French Academy

Plunketeers

Ken tJoyce o

PlanDance

will be discussed.

Goto
Law
BC

The members of the Oliver
Plunkett Society decided at their

regular meeting last Thursday that
the next Ceildhe will be held on
Monday, February 17th. Further
details of this dance will be announced at a later date.

Lester Lanin

Swings Tonight

D
Snow-Bal ance

Tonight, with a big name orAt this meeting the Rev. Martin
chestra, smooth dance music, and Harney, moderator, spoke on the
a fine ballroom, the Senior Prom life of Blessed Oliver Plunkett,
will take place.
after whom the society is named.
The nationally-known orchestra He mentioned the early piety and
of Lester Lanin will supply con- poverty of young Oliver and detinuous music for the dancers in scribed his education at the Irish
the Grand Ballroom of the Shera- College in Rome. Much of Fr.
ton Plaza Hotel. The great occa- Harney's talk was given over to
sion is scheduled to start at 9.
a discussion of the strong and
Mike Frazier, A&S, Denise O'- close ties that existed between
Brien, Sch. Ed., and Mike Ahearn, Blessed Oliver and the Society of
CBA, form the committee which Jesus from his school days until
planned and organized the affair. the end of his life.

I

COLLEGE DANCE CLUB
HOTEL KENMORE

,

,

.

,

On Sunday, January 19, Dr. lems that Confront a Writer Who
Leonard Casper was guest speaker is Writing in a Borrowed Languat the first meeting of the spring age." The discussion which folsemester of the English Academy lowed the lecture concerned the
of the Boston College Nursing problems which face a creative
School.
writer in any language.
The moderator of the Academy,
Dr. Casper stressed the point
Dr. Clara Siggins, introduced Dr.
Casper, who spoke on"The Prob- that great fiction will always be
the fiction of ideas. No matter
how absorbing the plot, or how interesting the characters, or how
fascinating the setting, part of the
KENNETH JOYCE
interest will lie in the ideas which
lays
SchedulP
s
give the book intellectual subPlans for the production of two stance.
one-act plays to be presented by
The hostesses for the coffee
the French Academy were anhour
which followed the discussion
nounced last week by Dr. Benedetto Fabrizi, the Academy's modera- were Marie Campbell and Mary
tor. The plays will be staged in Chamberlain.
Kenneth Francis Joyce, a senior Campion Hall Auditorium on Friat Boston College and a Dean's day evening, March 14th.
List Ist honor's student, has been
The cast members from L'anawarded a Presidential Scholar- glais tel qu'on le parle, a comedy
The Freshman Class will conship to the Boston College Law by Tristain Bernard, are: John
Paul Madore, Hans Her- duct its first dance, the "Snow
School, according to an announce- Nickrosy,
mans, Robert Tippenhauer, Donald Ball" at Campion Hall tomorrow
ment made by the Law School.
Delisle, John Finn, Alice Kaiko,
and Camille Colasante. Included in night, February 1.
Mr. Joyce of North Quincy was the cast for the medieval farce, La
Music will be furnished by Pete
President of the Classical Acad- Farce dv Cuvier are Pierre Morin,
popular Boston band leader.
Derba,
emy for two years, Editor of The Rosemarie Pashby, and Rogette
are on sale for two dollars
Tickets
Humanities and twice winner of Abizaid.
a couple.
the prize in the National Greek
In addition to the presentation
Sight Translation Contest. He for of these plays, many other events
The dance committee is coma period of three years has been are planned by the Academy. The prised of Bob Webster and Bill
first of these will be a reading of
one of the top students in A&S. Moliere by Dr. Seymour Simches Sharkey, CBA; Bob Guilleman and
He scored in the top ten percentile of Tufts University on Tuesday, Kevin Byrne, A&S; and John Altieri, School of Ed.
in the Law School Admission Test. February 11th.

Ralphs
SPAGHETTI

- MACARONI and RAVIOLI SERVED EVERY DAY
Thursday

,

restaurant

is roast beef

day

FRIDAY - FRIED CLAMS and FRIED SCALLOPS
(None of our meals are over 90^

f
Every Friday and Saturday NLgnt

Brighton (Oak Square)
(2 mm. from Lake St.)
Served
Dinners
Tel. AL 4-9720
up to 7:30 P.M.

Washington Street

STAG OR COUPLE
MEMBERSHIP PRIZE

DANCING INSTRUCTION

I University Lectures

(Continued from Page 1)
John Fitzpatrick on Feb.
grant
?

27.

The Rev. Martin P. Harney, S.J.,
well-known professor of history at
Boston College, will be the featured
lecturer. Author of many Historical works, he is a member of

the American Catholic Historical
Association, The Irish Historical
Society of Dublin, and Les Amis dv
Saint Columban of Luxeuil, France.
The lectures start at 8 P.M. and
will be held in Gasson Hall.
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If you answered "No" to all questions, you obviously
smoke Camels - a real cigarette. Only 6 or 7 "No"
answers mean you better get on to Camels fast. Fewer
than 6 "No's" and it really doesn't matter what you
smoke. Anything's good enough!
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But if you want to en/oy smoking as never before,
switch to Camels. Nothing else tastes so rich, smokes
so mild. Today more people smoke Camels than
any other cigarette. The best tobacco makes the
best smoke. Try Camels and you'll agree!
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PlayDis.nSC
12 ontest

EcoR
nmSitudy eport

$50btProiez Given

BeBSeminar
froorueght

Twelve one-act plays have been submitted to the
Dramatic Society in their annual contest, to be

By MARTY NOLAN

judged for two different awards.

$50

"Armchair nonchalance" was termed as the major roadblock in the progress of metropolitan Boston by Mr. Gregory B. Wolfe, Research Director of
the Greater Boston Economic Study Committee, in
his first committee report to the third Citizens Seminar conducted here last week. In his report, Mr.
Wolfe also stated that the GBESC has been divided
into five sub-committees.

He said that these sub-committees are already
"pressing forward with data-collection regarding:
more cities of the area, transportation, labor force,
and capital needs of economic development." Mr.
Wolfe showed a half dozen maps of the Boston mettropolitan region and demonstrated the difficulty,
due to conflicting estimates, of satisfactorily defining the Metropolitan Community. In conclusion,
he stated that "research will affect this metropolitan area only if it is applied by sustained and courageous leadership."
CHOSEN FOR STUDY
It was also revealed at the Seminar, that the
Boston metropolitan district has been chosen as a
"pilot project" study area by the nationally-renowned Committee for Economic Development.
The reasons for this choice given by Mr. Jervis
J. Babb, Chairman of the Board of Lever Brothers
Company, were that Boston's problems were typical
of those of most metropolitan areas in the country
and that "our nation's economic progress is nothing
more or less than the sum of the economic gains and
losses of its local economic units." He warned the
300 business, labor, and civic leaders present that
"what you do, or do not do, here in your day, can
have immense significance to the country as a
whole."
The Seminar also heard from Mr. Raymond Vernon, Director of the New York Regional Economic
Study Committee, who outlined the general aims of
economic base studies and stated that "everything
depends on what the study is being'
done for
what its role is in the
process of identifying problems,
understanding them and doing
something about them." He spoke
of the similarities and differences
between the problems of New
York and Boston. Among these
were the "new strains" which are
"appearing everywhere; in transport, in housing, and in government budgets."

Rev. Joseph T. Greer, '53, Rev. William J. O'Conner, '51, Rev. James
H. Riley, '53 (left to right) will be ordained priests in the Cathedral
of the Holy Cross, Monday, February 3 by Archbishop Cushing. This
makes the first time that multiple holders of 8.5.8.A. degrees from
B.C. were ordained. It is probably also the first time in the history of
the Church that three 8.5.8.A. men were ordained at the same ceremony. Incidentally, their major fields differed?Father O'Conner, Accounting; Father Greer, Marketing, and Father Riley, Management.

?

PRIZE

A committee of judges, consisting of Professor
Casper of the English Department, Mr. Jenks, Moderator of the Writers' Workshop, and Fr. Larkin,
Director of the Dramatic Society, will judge these
plays on the basis of literary merit. A prize of $50
will be awarded the winning playwright.
THREE PLAYS
In the second feature of the contest three oneact plays, selected by the officers of the Dramatic
Society will be produced in a Play Festival, presented Feb. 20. The plays are: Sit Down in Judgement, written by Mike Bennett, Editor of the
Heights and Craftsman in the Writers' Workshop,
and directed by Larry Gleason; The Meadow, written
and directed by Leonard Libbey, Guildsman in the
Writers' Workshop; and Don't Feed the Pigeons,
written by Bob Davis, apprentice in the Writers'
Workshop and member of the D.S., and directed by
Brian McNiff.
SIT DOWN
Sit Down in Judgement is a retelling of the Cain
and Abel story, with a novel twist. Purported to be
high comedy, the play disregards the Aristotelian
Unities. The characters include Adam, Eve, Abel,
and a legendary lovely called Zuelika. Two gentlemen from the future, a scientist and a stage manager who really isn't a stage manager, round out
the cast.
THE MEADOW
The Meadow finds its setting in a small Polish
village just after World War 11. Strasia, a peasant
mother, will not give up hope that her son Josef,
who was reported missing in action, is alive. She
stubbornly refuses to let her family move away from
the meadow, where she last saw her son. The play
ends tragically when Strasia realizes the enormity
of her mistake.
Don't Feed the Pigeons is the story of an old,
somewhat eccentric man who has an equally eccentric son whose philosophy of doing nothing annoys
his father. However, he arranges an intellectual romance for his son and all ends happily.

Teachers' Unions will be Discussed
In Law School Panel Forum

PaulistFeature

Father Drinan

Last Monday, January 27th, the
Rev. Robert I. Drinan, Dean of the
B. C. Law School, delivered an
address entitled "Religion and AmIn a recent letter to the presi- Counsel for the American Federa- erican Education" at the third cendent of the Massachusetts Teachers tion of Teachers, A.F.L.-C.1.0. and tenary Paulist lecture.
Fr. Drinan stated that the silence
the
in
four
For
second time
Association, Professor William a member of the American Bar As- about
religion in the public schools
years, the executive committee of
the National Federation of Cath- O'Keefe stated that school commit- sociation. Attorney William is a violation of the American
olic College Students has chosen tees need not recognize teachers O'Keefe, Counsel for the Massachu- child's "right to know" those basic
spiritual principles on Which our
Boston College as the location of
they had no right setts Teachers Association, has nation is founded. This in turn conits national convention. The NFCCS unions, and that
SUMMARY
is an organization devoted to to strike. This was sharply re- been a Professor of Law at' Bos- veys to the children the idea that
In the summary, given by Mr. bringing Christian principles into butted by a representative of the ton College Law School since 1929. religious values are of little consequence in the lives of citizens.
every phase of the college stuJoseph A. Erickson, President of dent's
life. The date is set for American Federation of Teachers. The moderator of the discussion
the Federal Reserve Bank of Bos- April 19th.
On Friday evening, February will be Boston, Attorney Arthur L.
At the same time that he anton, it was disclosed that the
The Louis XIV Ballroom of the
nounced the convention, John 7th at 8:15 P.M., the Boston Col- Brown, member of the Massachu- Hotel
GBESC as a group employs 88,000 Ahem, B.C. senior delegate, stated
Somerset will be the scene
lege Law School Forum will pre- setts Bar Association.
of the 1958 ROTC Military Ball
people in this area and has an an- that Thomas Tanous, Sch. Ed. '59,
The discussion will be held in on Friday, February 7th. Dancing
will be campus director of the sent attorney John Ligtenburg
nual payroll of $350 million and gathering. Twenty-five Catholic and
commences at 8:30 P.M. and conProfessor O'Keefe in a panel the Law School auditorium and a tinues until 1 A.M. Harry Marphysical assets of over one million colleges are scheduled to particidiscussion on"The Teaching Pro- coffee hour will follow. Persons shand's orchestra, known throughdollars. He also stated that the pate. The program will include
with
fession
and Labor Unions Under desiring to be placed on the Fo- out New England, will provide the
youth,
litworkshops dealing
music. Tickets go for five dollars
members of the Greater Boston erature, and student government.
the Law."
rum's mailing list should write to per couple and can be purchased
Together with Boston College,
Economic Study Committee, of
in the foyer of the cafeteria or
John Ligtenburg, a practising Boston College Law School Forum, from
College of the Sacred
the members of the commitwhich Rev. W. Seavey Joyce, S.J., The Newton
Heart, Emmanuel College, and Re- attorney in Chicago, is General Brighton 35, Massachusetts.
tee.
is a member, "have firmly resolved gis College are working to organto do their share in providing busi- ize the convention. They will be
aided by the NFCCS Executive
ness support in attacking our Committee.
In the evening of the same day,
problems," and "not just cheer"It is flattering and indeed in- Associate Professor of Psychology the School of Education who took
a banquet will be held at the Bradpart in the Student Teaching Proto those in our profession in the Graduate School.
spiring
front
leaders called to the
to lead ford Hotel. The guest speaker will
that St. Thomas Aquinas, the giant
In attendance at the conference gram, and representatives from
the cheering."
be a nationally-known Catholic.
of the Middle Ages, classified were the Seniors and faculty from co-operating schools.
teaching as an occupation that
combines the strength of both
ways of life, contemplative and

B.CIA
s gain

ofRegional
Site
Convention
NFCCS

tary all
ROTCMilB

'
Teachers' Position Clarified

Frank Sheehan, JimRoche, ?57, Lay
ApostlaTeeiachnrsJamaica

Fr. Garavagha, S.J., head of the
Frank Sheehan and Jim Roche,
School of Ed. Grads. in the class mission is in the process of a vast
of '57, have recently written to Fr. expansion program, especially in
Wennerberg, student counselor in his educational facilities. With inthe School of Education, telling of creased enrollment, there will be
their adventures as lay apostles in needed next year three teachers
Jamaica. Frank and Jim are mem- who can teach general high school

bers of the Sodality lay apostolate
program, in which college graduates dedicate a year of their
teaching careers as payless instructors in understaffed mission
parishes. However, the lack of financial re-embursement doesn't
present too serious a problem,
they say, when there is no time to
spend it. Frank describes the shortage of free time in concrete terms.
"We both teach seven periods a
day, seven days a week. The teaching, preparing of classes, making
out and preparing of tests, and
helping students after class keeps
us very busy."

subjects.

For any students who are at-

tracted to the lay apostolate Frank

and Jim have this to say:

"Jim and I will be glad to write
to anyone who is interested in giving a year as a lay teacher in the
missions. We have been here for
four and a half months, and we
will describe the way of life down
here, so that whoever volunteers
will know exactly what the place
is like before coming down here
the need for Catholic teachers
is great! I hope that several B.C.
men will respond to this need."

..

active."
Rev. Charles F. Donovan, S.J.,

made this point in addressing at
Campion Hall, Thursday, January
23, on the topic "The Twofold Allegiance of the Teacher."
Fr. Donovan referred to St.
Thomas's noble concept of the
teacher
a contemplative, a person of thought and reflection, impelled by love and consideration
for his fellow man to share with
him the fruits of his study.
He said that to conceive of the
teaching profession in narrow
terms of subject matter alone does
infinite harm. A generous and
balanced concept includes all the
social, moral, spiritual, and intellectual obligations of the teacher
to his students, and sees his intellectual obligations as wider than
the limits of a single subject.
Fr. Donovan's address was the
feature of the conference program,
which also included an Education
Seminar Program, an address by
the Rev. Edward H. Nowlan, S.J.,
?

(Heights Photo by Peter Carroll)

Shown above are a group of students, faculty, and co-operating teachers who attended the recent seminar on student teachers. Over 350
persons attended and is known to be the largest number of persons
to attend such a meeting in its three year history.

(Lift ij/jtgljtji
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OSaucrCed ows
Education is becoming popular. The once despised
egghead has rapidly assumed the position of national hero and deliverer. Plays and short stories
are already appearing on television and in national
magazines exposing the plight of exceptionally intelligent children being stifled by an educational
system which emphasizes "democratic" habits and
training at the expense of intellectual achievement.
But we wonder if education's sudden popularity
isn't a subtle form of curse, if the eulogies of education, knowledge and intelligence aren't simply so
much trash.

Everyday newspaper headlines across the country scream: America Lags in the Arms Race; Our
Schools Can't Keep Up. Discussion rages in newspapers, magazines, and T.V.; government committees meet to throw brickbats at other committees,
and apparently an advertising campaign is being
launched to recruit both professors and students.
We can confidently expect a new kind of whitecoated, bespectacled announcer to appear in spot
commercials, solemnly exhorting: "Want to be popular, in the know, beloved by women, a man among
men? The answer: Get with the intellecting, man.
Eggdomey's the thing." The next session of Congress will probably pass a bill requiring all school
children to recite, after the Pledge of Allegiance, a
jingle similar to this:
An I. Q. of 100 leaves you out,
But 110 makes you one of the men,
And although 120's really good and plenty,
130 makes anyone look purty,
With 140, you oughta look haughty,
But 150 - Good Sputnik - that's nifty.
And a 160?aren't people just too icky.

At the moment, of course, our leaders are doing
everything except leading. Panicked by technological advances, educators, scientists, professors and
politicians are milling about like a herd of stampeding cattle, and our only question is: Which group
will be first to lead us off the nearest cliff ? Rather
than look for the answer, most people are simply
competing for the honor of being among the first to
grovel before the sleek, vapid facade of institutionalized education. Education, the panacea for the
world's ills; Academic knowledge, the Saviour whom
the world awaits. Nuts! If we have failed, no system or institution can save us. Our faults lie within us as individuals. We need to know, not scientific data, but beliefs and principles.
Perhaps what we need most is faith, faith in
God first, but then, faith in ourselves. We have been
justly dubbed the "Beat" Generation, not only because our music, be it the frenetic wailing of a
crooner or the disembodied harmonics of a modern
jazz combo, expresses only one feeling?the smooth,
if irregular, functioning of the automatic nervous
system, but because we are beat, tired, exhausted,
living with all the elan of web and disgruntled rats.
American kids, hair waved, clothes well-oiled, practice the sneering, injured pout of their idols. Those
who think have embraced Existentialism, a philosophy which hopes for hope. We introspect so that
we may more "authentically" introspect. And then
we rebel. Our radicals no longer commit themselves
to an ideal; they try only to commit themselves.
We want only to non-conform, to be different. And
our motto is "keep it cool"?remote, detached,
never accepting responsibility, condemning the
world as an irredeemable bear pit, thus making it
the worse for accepting its evils.
When the Victorian Age, gassed, bombed, and
shelled, passed away into the No-Man's Land between the World War I trenches, it was a pity we
could not salvage some of her beliefs in the individual, the law and liberty. We used to believe in
progress, the perfectibility of man. We reasoned
that if the v/orld prospered economically, her art

TOWERTOWN
By ANNE MARIE FARIA

Since the proposal for changing the name of the column,
"Tower to Town," to "News for the Nosey" has been unanimously accepted as an exciting innovation in the Heights
the writers of this column have consequently decided to keep
it the way it is.
EVENT OF THE MONTH
This evening the much heralded Senior Prom will be
held at the Sheraton Plaza with the couples dancing to the
music of Lester Lanin and his renowned orchestra from 9 to
1. This promises to be one of the most exciting social events
of the winter season.
Not to be outdone by the Seniors, the Freshman Class
has scheduled a Snow Ball Dance tonight at Campion Hall.
Pete Derba's orchestra will provide the music for the occasion and the price is a modest $2 per couple.
DINNER FOR TWO
The Soph, class will come to the fore tomorrow night
with their dinner-dance at Robin Hood's Ten Acres. The gala
affair, which will begin at 7 o'clock, is a new venture for underclassmen on campus. The success of this affair could well
set a precedent for future years. For only $6.00 a couple, those
who attend will enjoy dinner, good music, and a fine atmosphere.
For those who somehow missed out on any of the campus
sponsored events, the Catherine Laboure School of Nursing
is holding a dance tonight and the tickets are only $1.00.
ROTC BALL
The exquisite Louis XIV Ballroom of the Hotel Somerset
is the site of the annual Military Ball. Music is by Marchand
and commences at 8:30 P.M., followed soon after by the reception of honorary dignitaries. The selection of the Cadet
"Queen" is quite an honor, so come on girls?find yourself
a soldier and attend the Ball. It's only $5.00 a couple.
JUNIORS TAKE HEED
At last!!!! The name, place and price of the Junior SemiFormal has finally been revealed. "Interlude", which is slated
for February 15 will be held at Longwood Towers in Brookline. Tickets which will be on sale in the foyer of the Cafeteria are $2.50 per couple.
Tired of dancing? Sunday, February 9 is the night to rest
your weary feet and listen to some excellent music at Sanroma's Recital at Bapst Auditorium. Tickets are FREE, and
may be procured in all 3 schools.
Extra, Extra
Once again the different classes of the
School of Education are making plans for their inter-class
skits. They were very successful last year and are expected
to be just as entertaining on Feb. 14. The class of '59 won last
year and are definitely expected to put forth a tremendous
effort to retain their trophy. The competition will be rough,
so come one, come all. Tickets will be on sale in the Campion
Hall Foyer.
For Modern Music lovers, this week will be a Utopia
with George Shearing and his quintet appearing at Storyville. "The Most Happy Piano Player" Errol Garner offering
an evening of relaxed jazz at Symphony Hall tonight at 8:30.
Currently appearing at Blinstrub's are the McGuire Sisters. If you are looking for an evening of pleasant harmony
and a congenial atmosphere, this is the place to go.
The play's the thing
and St. Sebastian's Country Day
School's presentation of "Time Limit" will bolster the statement tonight and tomorrow night at New England Mutual
Hall. Tickets are $1.50 and $2.00 for the performances.
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and culture would improve as well. Starving and shell-shocked people
can't create novels and symphonies and paintings. Mammon may have
been the god of 19th Century Capitalism, but today Free Enterprise
and Western Society worship the god of Education with all the idolatrous abandon of the illiterate and the ignorant. But unless we create
a world-wide society in which Everyman can tell Anyman "to go to
hell", we will assuredly find ourselves in one where Somemen make
Allmen live in hell.
The educators will continue to squabble meanwhile. Science and
the Liberal Arts will reiterate their respective claims, neither agreeing,
both refusing to seek a common ground. The defenders of traditional
educational methods will attack the progressives. The traditionalists
will point to Boston Latin as a model of the schools we need, and the
Progressives will point to Newton High, and we'll be right back where
we started from. Everytime science takes another step forward, we'll
simply have another weapon on our hands. Atomic power will be made
availableto power submarines, and planes, but not to transform deserts
and swamps into arable lands. New industries will arise to destroy
man, not to feed and clothe him.
Back in '33 a politician made a penetrating, psychological observation when he commented: "We have nothing to fear but fear itself."
Fear cripples and destroys both our beliefs and ourselves. Already we
speak of radical measures needed to make government administration
more efficient. But if we abandon our faith in our national ideals and
our democratic institutions for an efficient war machine, we had better
seek the nearest secluded nook and bury our big, fat heads.

-

THE SWAN
by CHARLES KELLY

For many years now, Catholic and secular
theatre groups have been enriched by many
talented men and women whose apprenticeship in drama was first inspired and cultivated
by one of the most admired and professionally
respected religious in the diocese. As Director
of Dramatics at Mt. St. Joseph Academy, this
tireless Sister of St. Joseph has labored to enkindle in young people a love for good theatre,
and a realization of the actor's social and moral
role in the contemporary theatre.
Sister Gretchen's most recent production
of Ferenc' Molar's The Swan more than fulfilled the primary requisite of drama which is
to entertain. The audience was convulsed with
laughter and sincerely moved by acting and
direction that was vastly superior to any
school of its kind in this area. The stage was
alive with spirit, wit, and romance. And, despite the auditorium's small playing area and
inadequate equipment, the settings and lighting were tasteful and effective. The curtain
raiser (a musical tribute to Rodgers and Haramerstein) and the play itself were, on the
whole, enjoyable and successful.
Adversely, the defects in the production
were evident in two areas?interpretation and
maturity. The play is a difficult one for amateurs because, like Wilde's 'Importance of Being Earnest' its comedy and romance are
subtle, jewel-like and more effectively rendered by underplaying, suggestion and restraint. Farce and realism should be avoided
if the performance is to succeed artistically.
Natural exuberance, a propencity to "mug or
ham", and the necessity to meet the capacity
and interest of a youthful audience resulted
in a performance that fell below the artistic
and professional level that such a script demands.
Two Boston College undergraduates, Lawrence Gleason (as Agi, the professor) and
Kevin Byrne (as Father Hyacinth) gave performances that revealed a good sense of timing and teamwork. Mr. Gleason's age and Mr.
Byrne's limited vocal range were problems
that time and more experience will remedy.
As the mother of the Princess, Diane Brickley,
while she displayed a remarkable comic ability, would do well to remember that "hamming" is a violation of theatrical etiquette
that is unforgivable. Maurice Grenham (as
Princess Alexandra) as well cast and responsible for many of the most moving scenes in
the play; her only faults were occasional gestures that lacked grace, and a mechanical (vocal and physical unnaturalness). As Prince
Albert, Michael Hurley gave the least theattrical but most polished acting in the show;
his refusal to keep his hands by his sides was
all that marred his performance. Armand Cerlone, Margaret Coghlan, John Hurley and
Elaine Leßlanc were convincing complements
to a supporting cast that deserves credit, for
this very successful 'leap from seriousness to
laughter.
There has been no official tribute or recognition of Sister Gretchen's contribution to
drama. It is a privilege to witness her dynamic
and imaginative writing and acting. No amount
of praise is adequate to express the indebtedness of countless amateur and professional
actors and directors who have been fortunate
enough to have known Sister Gretchen.
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DEATH OF A
NATION
BY DAVID BREEN
Mr. Eisenhower's recent "Press
Conference" proposal that the flow
of authority from state capitols to
Washington be reversed merits
serious reflection with respect to
our traditional system of states
rights. This is another step by the
administration in the alarming
trend toward bureaucracy within
our nation.
Since the institution of the New
Deal in 1932 the generally proposed
solution to political and economic
crises within the states has been
"Let's get Federal Aid". This
tendency remains with us today in
spite of the mounting realization
that the panacea to our ills is not
to be found in the federal government.
Because of this attitude that
Washington can somehow offer the
solution to our local problems there
has been a shocking increase in
federal 'deficit spending.' As a
result of this situation there is an
increase in federal power and a
decrease in states rights. This
trend will if unchecked, not only
reduce the freedom of the individual but drive the U. S. into bankruptcy. Today Washington is
operating in areas which the Constitution intended to be the domain
of the states and the tendency is
to enlarge these areas.
Such federal activities as aid to
education, hospital and home construction, control of labor, agriculture and commerce all point to a
developing 'welfare state. This
situation is due in large part to the
fact that the federal government
takes so much in tax money that

the other governments are left
without sufficient revenue to carry
out their programs and because of
the inaction of local governments.
In bringing about this state of
affairs a perversion of the fundamental aims and purposes of our
Constitution has occurred.
The basic plan of the Constitution is to regulate the relationship
between the governing and the
governed, and thus assure the
freedom of the individual. In fact
this concept has proven that the
greatest economic, spiritual and
political progress can be attained
by a people possessing the greatest
'measure of freedom.' Our nation
has demonstrated the efficacy of
this idea. The advocates of federal
power ignore an axiomatic truth;
namely the larger an organization

the less efficient is that organization. Hence the founders of
America sought to assure a relative
economy and efficiency in governmental operations by a decentralization of administrative authority.
The extent of federal authority
is alleged to be justified by two

.

particular phrases of Article I,

section 8 of the Constitution. These
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LBeH
t's onest
By BILL SULLIVAN

The nature and need of a liberal
education has of late been much
discussed. Various people have expressed various opinions upon such
an education, and though there is
frequently disagreement as to
which studies are most proper to
its achievement, all consent in
naming its specific end. A liberal
education inculcatesfreedom of intellect, it liberates the mind, thus
enhancing man's dignity as a rational creature. Now these, surely,
are noble sentiments, but unless
we realize them, they are nothing
more. The question, then, that
should most nearly concern each
one of us students of this university is this, "Am I liberating my-

TEPID

TELEVISION

by terry logon

When the people of America were
first introduced to the marvelous
panacea for boredom known as
T. Y. back in the days immediately
following World II the programming used to run a monotonous
gamut between vaudevillian comedy
routines, children's westerns, detective stories and news casts. The
creative geniuses who guide the
destinies of the major T. Y. networks were quick to see that they
Surprising could not long fool the American

phrases authorize Congress to
"... provide for the general welfare of the U. S.
'and' to self intellectually?"
among the (or not surprising) as it may seem, public with a monotonous cycle
regulate commerce
several states." Authority for ex- there are many students who show and immediately sent word to this
tension is also based upon Hamil- little or no interest in this.
effect down to the literary giants
ton's theory of implied powers.
How does one determine whether who write the scripts. A new type
For the purpose of a true evalu- or not he is getting a liberal edu- of program was needed, something
ation of this issue two specific
approach the subject to meet the superior intellect of
articles of the Constitution are to cation? To
negatively, we can be sure of one the T. Y. addict and to make him
be considered. They are Articles fact: wherever there is intellectual actually demand to buy the sponIX and X. Article IX states: "the
dishonesty, there a liberal educa- sor's beer, soap, chewing gum, or
enumeration in the Constitution of tion cannot be, for the two are gasoline. The muse of Madison
certain rights shall not be con- totally incompatible. Several things Aye. quickly illuminated the fertile
strued to deny or disparage others
under the heading of intel- minds of the script men.
retained by the people." And come
dishonesty.
lectual
in The result was twofold. Firstly,
Article X states "The powers not exams is probably the Cheating
most obvious there were the spectaculars which
delegated to the U. S. by the
type, and if we are willing to face consist basically in a Cecil B.
Constitution, nor prohibited by it the facts, it is by no means con- DeMillish competition to see who
to the States, are reserved to the
can get the most girls in the least
fined to a few cases.
States, respectively, or to the
clothes on the biggest stage to
people."
What can be done about this make the most noise. In between
Article IX explicitly asserts that problem ? The most immediately demonstrations of the athletic
rights and freedom of individuals effective method of preventing prowess and physical endowments
are greater than those specified by cheating is close proctoring on the of chorines the spectaculars parade
the Bill of Rights, and Article X part of the teachers, and this various run-down opera stars and
was drafted to prevent the situation remedy is often employed. We are impoverished ex-actors before the
we have today where governmental all familiar with exam-roomswhere eyes of a captivated audience.
controls and spending effect the hawk-eyed overseers range about They swept the country by storm
lives of American citizens with peering over shoulders and creating for a year or so until the sponsors
heavy taxation.
a general atmosphere of uneasiness realized that their "art" shows
Since it is self evident that prac- and tension, when one of freedom really weren't selling anymore
tically every act of Congress and relaxation is especially beer, soap, chewing gum or
could be interpreted as "promoting desirable.
gasoline and began to balk at
the general welfare" the issue rehaving to mortgage their plants to
Actually,
when students are finance them. Madison Aye. was
solves itself to the question, "where
does federal power desist and state subjected to this type of exam, shaken down to the very depths of
and local authority assume their they are equivalently being told its gray flannel heart. Disaster
proper role?" The answer to this that they are expected to cheat. threatened.
question is that the Federal Gov- But what alternative does the
The solution of the problem and
ernment should exercise authority teacher have? If he pays no atten- salvation of the avenue came about
only in those cases where there is tion, the exam might become a when one of the unemployed vicea truly 'interstate' interest and to farce. The point is that preventing presidents of CBS suddenly realized
"provide for the public welfare" the cheating does not strike at the that he was enjoying the "Hoponly in those matters which are of root of the problem; it is rather along Cassidy Show" almost as
manifest concert to the 48 states the situation that necessitates such much as his five year old daughter.
and cannot be handled by the in- preventive measures that has to be Of course he realized that having
dividual state. The present trend attended, and the students must Hoppy shoot all twelve bad men
to stray from "States Rights" as accomplish this on their own. A with his six-shooter every time
set forth in the Constitution should liberal education will make our was a bit ludicrous but with a little
lead America down the road to minds free, but cheating enslaves ingenuity that could be fixed.
"Statism" such as we find in the our minds to someone else.

.. .
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Soviet Union. It would

serve us

In the matter of assignments
such as reports, term papers, etc.,
cause of evil government arises the same problem presents itself
when good men do nothing.
in a different guise. If a student
is content to glean all his material
straight from works written on the
well to remember that the greatest

BOOM and BUST

By JOHN McAULIFFE, JR.
The evils of inflation are ap- part the masters of our monetary
parent to everyone; this applies to policy, creating first a supply
us as students of Boston College which is overabundant by means of
who have recently experienced a credit extension, then business
hike in tuition and expect more. overproduces and people overexTo the vast majority of people tend themselves in buying. But
inflation involves a race between when the time comes to pay up
the bills and their pay check. As business and the consumer suffers.
a whole, increase in cost of everyThe Federal Reserve System
thing is inflation, when we're needs a new boost which would cut
ahead we prosper, when we're be- down the amount of credit banks
hind we "bust." Individuals, gen- can create beyond what people
erally speaking know little about save. Legislation of this type will
federal reserve rediscount, govern- level off the ups and downs of the
ment bonds sales, etc., but they money supply, cut inflation and
feel, and very practically so, the save our system from the economic
collars on a shirt wearing out or failure of Britain and France.
A reform of this type lessen the
the hamburger six days a week
instead of four. In short the cause danger of a red-rule budget since
is unknown but the effect is felt it all goes back to the "water
everytime we turn around.
bucket and 3-alarm fire" principle.
The financial well-being of the It seems silly to cut corners on
taxpayer has long been a political essentials when nipping the problem
issue. A depression landslide vic- at its real source would accomplish
tory of Democrats over the Hoover a great deal more.
The problem of inflation causing
Administration is an excellent
example of this. Election manage- higher taxes and our present policy
ment apparently have decided that of helping people in the low income
government fiscal policy has total bracket with scfcial security and
control over how much we can the like tends to show that we are
spend, what they ignore, however, headed for a state of socialism.
is that the very need for so many Elimination of this tendency must
short run changes points up the be accomplished by keeping cost of
need for reform in our basic money running government down. Since
structure. They would have us, in government increase in its costs
effect, put out a 3-alarm fire with pretty well reflects that cost have
a bucket of water.
risen for all individuals. It is imGovernment control of money portant that government control
and its creation has become ob- what we spend and what we receive
solete; we use a basic idea today for it and not a select faction
that was intended for an economy which might prove impatriotic due
of 1910. Banks are for the most to selfish interest.

given subject, adding nothing
worthwhile of his own, what does
he gain ? Certain it is that he is
not gaining a liberal education. No,
his is a servile education. Perhaps
he is studying the required
subjects, perhaps his grades are
quite respectable; yet he is not
freeing his mind, and this pertains
to the very essence of that education which is called liberal.

The result was the noble American literary genre known as the
adult western. The heroes were
whipped out of their chaps and
into black Brooks Brothers suits.
The good men were even allowed
to learn a few polysyllabic words
and, for the ultra-sophisticated
shows, to kiss a girl once or twice.
A whole new line of plot material
was opened up. Mass gun battles
and screeching Indians were ruled
out as being too hard on adult
nerves.
The typical adult western opens
with the immaculately clad hero
(he uses the sponsor's soap and
shaving cream, chews his gum and
so on) riding into a tough town.
He wears a business suit and tic
which allows for easier identification among a similarly attired
audience.
When the hero gracefully alights
from his horse and enters the town
tavern he is laughed at by six or
more (depending on the show's
budget) dirty faced villains (they
don't use the sponsor's soap or
shaving cream and they chew
tobacco) sitting at a table. The
hero immediately proves the superiority of men who wear business
suits by rearranging the faces of
all six without even wrinkling his
suit.

After this short action packed
opening the hero is generally
greeted by some local belle who, in
the course of six minutes tells him
that she wants to marry him and
that there is a villain-in-chief who
owns the tavern and terrorizes the
women and children of the town.
The hero then proves his mental
superiority by winning the tavern
at cards from the corrupt boss
which action he follows up with a
thrashing of everybody and anybody in sight. By this time the
home audience is sitting on the
edges of their chairs (if they're
good guys) and bar stools (if
they're evil) and they are justly
rewarded by seeing the hero firmly
kiss the belle before riding on to
clean up the rest of the west.
The American public has set up
its exacting standards and the collective genius of American literary
talent has more than met them.

THE TITANS
By

FRANK McLELLAN

Within the next few months, P.
Albert Duhamel, Philomatheia
Professor of English at B. C, will
introduce several members of our
faculty to the television audience.
People who watch the Feb. 4
version of "I've Been Reading",
will meet Father Gauthier, and
Professor Langlois, both from the
French Department. Taking the
men in reverse order, Mr. Langlois
is new to the Boston College

When
speaking of students campus.
writing term papers, one teacher
To date, Langlois' record has
once jokingly remarked, "When been quite impressive. While his
they steal it from one author, it's Ph.D. is from Vale, he has studied
plagiarism: when they steal it in Italy, as well as at the Sorbonne
from several, it's research." It in France. Dr. Langlois was a
would appear that in all too many recipient of a Smith-Mundt Grant,
instances this criticism is literally and received part of his teaching
applicable.
experience at Pahnon-Penn, CamLet no one deceive himself! The bodia. While he was teaching
in French to the natives
burden of gaining a liberal educa- English
in Indo-China, Mr. Langlois took
tion lies squarely upon the student.
such an interest in the country,
The teacher can but point out the that he is currently planning a
road, it is the student who must do book, based on his experiences
his own studying and think his there.
own thoug-hts, for only then can he
Father Gauthier, although not a
become free. If a student relies specialist in 19th century literafirmly upon himself, he is already ture, is nevertheless familiar with
honest to himself, and will there- the romantic era of the three
fore be honest to his teacher. But Alexandre Dumas.
what need to mince our words ? If
Dr. Duhamel, the moderator, has
a man were to walk into a jeweler's chosen to discuss a book entitled,
shop, pay for a diamond, and The Titans. This book, recently
deliberately walk out of the shop translated from the French of
leaving that diamond behind on the Andre Maurois, is a biography of
family, Dumas.
counter, we would say that man the aforementioned
According to Father Gauthier, the
a
If
pay
was
fool.
we
for the
eldest of the Dumas', father of
opportunity of getting a liberal "Dumas pere" (Count
of Monte
education, and consciously throw Cristo, The Three Musketeers),
away that opportunity, how are was a product of the French West
Indies, a general in Napoleon's
we not equally fools ?

army, and a master of politics,
intrigue, and (of all things) cooking. Father Gauthier sums up the

common family \u25a0'characteristics,
saying: "Their lives span a century
that began with the French Revolution, and passed through all the
excesses, vanities, and splendors
that were France's during the nineteenth century. No misfortunes
could diminish the vigor of their

personalities."

"Dumas fils"

was

the latest

member of the family. The France
that had been so pleased to be entertained by the tradition-breaking
plays of Dumas pere, did not
respond so well to those of his son.
The author of Camille found that
his teachings on social justice, and
his sympathy for social unfortunates, like illegitimate children,
did not appeal to the sensitivity of
his audience.
The Titans completes what Maurois calls his "romantic comedy",
in imitation of Dante's Divine
Comedy. Maurois' trilogy is a
biographical series, beginning with
Ariel, the life of Shelley.
Father Gauthier has pointed out
that in each of Maurois' biographies, a single image recurs, to
form a type of symbolic representation of the life of the man
portrayed. In his account of Disraeli's life, for example, the image

represented is primroses. Is there
such an image in The Titans?
What was the second biography in
Maurois' trilogy ? I don't remember but you can find out, and at
the same time enjoy what must
turn out to be a stimulating discussion by seeing Channel 2
Wednesday, 8:30!
?

?
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Just for folly, let's look at the contradicting and inconsistent polifourth overall policy with respect cies. As a result of our policies we
to the Arabs. It is out policy to be will probably end up with the
friendly to the Arab worlds to keep French hating us, the Arabs genthem away from Communism, erally and Algerian specifically
By EDWARD J. POWERS
compared to some state revolt, say which seems rampant in Asia and hating us, the Tunisians hating us.
We don't have to worry about the
that of one in Washington, in North Africa.
our policy efficacy of our foreign policy
amazing
Is
it
not
that
with
who
live
on
which the Indians
the
right of self-determination
reservation at the base of Mount makers can gain us so many toward the Communist countries
regards to Algeria.
We try to compromise by silence Ranier suddenly decide to set up enemies by the utilization of such however, they already hate us.
but when the policies clash, as they their own government. They could
did violently in North Africa and use the trite excuse of "nationalin Paris a few weeks ago, we look ism" or "we were here first, etc.",
quite silly in diplomatic circles. Let but the effect would be the same.
us look at the background for the
Not only does our foreign policy
clash of those policies which pro- with
respect to the Algerians and
duced riots in Paris a few weeks the continental Frenchmen present
ago. France has been engaged in a contradiction but
we have a third
a long and costly war in Algeria
conflict in our policy. Again we are
which has meant extreme inflation
supposed to be friendly to France,
at home.
yet once an area becomes indeHer policy of deficit spending pendent, "the U. S. is supposed to
(for her taxes are not sufficient to do
what it can to help the new
finance the war) and the drainage government maintain peace
and
of men from the producing sphere order."
into the military sphere have reConsistent with that policy we
sulted in high prices and a decline
in the value of the franc. Eco- sent arms to Tunisia (who attained
nomically she looks toward the oil independence from France in 1956)
in the Northern Sahara as a great because Premier Bourguiba claimed,
the government was being threathelping hand. Politically she has a
million voting Frenchmen, many ened by rebel forces.
of whom are the third or fourth
So the United States and Great
generation who have never seen Britain sent arms to Tunisia, which
France. These people represent a resulted in riots in Paris and
strong voting block against demonstrations against the emFrance's pulling out of Algeria, bassies. (Paris seems somewhat
similar in our congress to the farm familiar to Caracas with respect to
number and frequency of riots).
block, or the silver block.
Because of this affiliation and Yet there are two groups of Alinfluence, the Algerian revolt can- gerians, the radicals and the connot be compared to one say in servatives. It is kno w n that
Alaska which is only a territory of Premier Bourguiba backs the atours. Rather it would have to be tempt to Algerian independence.
Isn't this the greatest Shakespeare class you've ever been to?

Crisis,
About a month ago, Ambassador
to the United Nations Henry Cabot
Lodge, stated in the U. N. that the
United States considered the
Algerian dispute as France's private problem and one which should
not be brought to the U. N. for
discussion. It had been the policy
of the United States to look with
kindness, if not exactly with realism, on all suggestions that people
of any given area have a right to
self-determination.
Are we being consistent? It is

true that in any foreign policy
there should be flexibility. But
should we be so flexible that we
change our stand with every inter-

national friction? This move was
considered at the time to be a
clever tactical one to reassure the
sagging opinions of the French
people about us, after our Suez
stand. We may have won that
tactical maneuver but we lost the
friendship of the average Frenchmen nevertheless.
For it seems that not only do we
have a foreign policy so flexible
that it can change from dark grey
to near white almost overnight.
But within that same overall policy
at any given instance there are
contradictions. For instance we
wish to be friendly with France and
to keep her as an ally in NATO,
yet to be truly friendly we would
have to denounce our policy of the

Placement Bureau Interviews
...

SEE LIST BELOW FOR SIGN UP DATES
THIS SYSTEM
WILL CONTINUE UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE

Announcements:
REVISED SIGN UP SYSTEM FOR THE PLACEMENT BUREAU:
AS OF TUESDAY, JANUARY 28th, PLACEMENT WILL SIGN UP
SENIORS

DAILY

?

AFTER 3 P.M. FOR COMPANIES COMING

?

?

specified.
Sign Up Date:

For fhe FINEST in CLASS RINGS

COMPANY
L G. BALFOUR
Boylston
230
Street
Boston 16, Mass.

OUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES
Bea Capraro, Ed. '58
Paul Fennell, A&S '58
Bill O'Brien, C.B.A. '58
John O'Connor, A&S '59
Murtagh Hunt, C.B.A. '59
FEATURING PRISMATITE BACKING
SPECIAL PATENTED PROCESS

1/28
1/28

1/29

2/3
2/3
2/3

2/4

1956 Indianapolis Speedway Winner
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blacked out, hit the outside concrete fence, and
skidded along for 120 feet. The car was demolished,
my nelmet was torn off my safety belt broke-but I
didn't break a single bone!"

»
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Colgate Instant Shave
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Marketing (12).
Sperry Gyroscope Co.. Great Neck- New York
Math and Physics only
Engineer
Assignments (22).

2/5

signup time so some changes seem

Lumbermens Casualty Ins. Co., Boston. Mass
VETERANS ONLY: in BSBA and Arts and

Sciences who want: Underwriting Training,
Claims Adjustors and District Managers.
Reuben Donnelly Co., New York
SALES CANDIDATES FOR
CLASSIFIED
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY SALES IN:
BSBA AND LIBERAL ARTS (15).
C.B.S. Hytron Co., Danvers (Science?Physics Only)
Crawford Co., Boston, Mass. (Insurance)
BSBA and Liberal Arts for: Life Insurance
Adjustors (12).
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester. New York
Chem. (4), Math. (4) and Physics (4) for:
Research and Engineering (12).
Moore Business Forms. Niagara Falls, New York
BSBA and Liberal Arts Who have a DEFINITE
SALES INTEREST (12).
Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Michigan
80 Average
Interviewing for Accounting,
Management, Marketing and Production
Supervision Majors: Mgmt.. Econ., Gen. Bus.,
Mkt., Chem.. Math, and Physics (Acct. and
Fin).
(2 of each).
U.S. General Accounting Office, Boston and Washington
Accounting Only (Must Submit Transcript of
Marks to Interviewer) for Accounting
Trainee (24).
Insurance Co.'s of North America, Springfield
BSBA and Liberal Arts and Math. Majors for:
Fieldmen or Special Agents, Underwriters,

campus two weeks from that date.
He may also register for any companies which had earlier signup
dates.

We have been asked by companies to make sure that students
to be interviewed are seriously interested in and qualified for the
jobs which they are seeking to fill.
Therefore, appointments will have
to be tentative to allow time to do
this screening.

It is imperative that students
spend some time in the library or
Wed. ?2/12
placement bureau reading about
Wed. 2/12 the company and industry before
coming to sign up. It is also most
?

desirable that students prepare a
good resume and in that exercise
think carefully about their interThurs.?2/13 ests and abilities.
Thurs.?2/13

Fri.?2/14

Since company representatives
interested in the Placement
Offices' opinion of students you
should arrange for an interview
with the Director. The opinion of
your professors, summer and part
time employers and directors of
extra-curricular activities are very
valuable additions to your folder.
Forms are available for their use.

Fri.?2/14 are
Tues.?2/18
Tues.? 2/18
and

Wed.?2/19

?

2/5

2/6

/

':

(15);

?
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For YOUR Close Shave?with a razor, not a racing car?
try new Colgate Instant Shave. What a way to shave I
It's the quickest, easiest way ever,no matter what razor
you use. Smooth, too! Shaves your whiskers, saves your
skin. A great shave buy for the tough-beard guy I

...

?

1/31
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COMPANY & MAJORS WANT TO SEE
Date Coming in order.
American Cyanamid Co., New York
1 list for Chemistry majors and 1 list for Accounting
Wed.?2/5
Until further notice, the hour
N. England Mutual Life Ins. Co., Boston
will be 3 P.M. every day. At that
4 Math Majors and 7 Arts and Sciences or BSBA
for Group Sales and Individual Sales Reps.
Thurs.?2/6 time a senior or graduate student
International Business Machines Co., Framingham, Mass
may register for an interview with
Thurs.?2/6 a company
scheduled to visit
1 list for: Chem., Math, and Physics for Applied

Science

1/31

"My closest shave was at Indianapolis in 1953," says'
at Flaherty, 1956 Indianapolis winner. "The track
temperature that day hit 125° and the exhaust fumes
hung right downon the speedway. I was going into the
north turn at 130 mph when the fumes got me. I

..

?

1 list for: HIGH AVERAGE IN: Acct., Finance,
Management, Economics, General Business
and Marketing for Sales Trainees and Sales
Assistants (13).
1/29
Haskins & Sells, Boston, Mass. (CPA Firm)
Fri.?2/7
TOP AVERAGE ONLY: Accounting
N. B.?Want to see the top 10 Accounting Men
plus 5 others with high grades throughout.
Shawinigan Resins Corp. Springfield, Mass.
1/29
Fri. ?2/7
Chemistry only for: Research (17)
1/30
National Security Agency, Washington, D. C.
Mon.?2/10
Classics, Modern Languages, English, History,
and
Economics, Math and Physics for: IntelTues.?2/11
ligence Research and Analytical Report,
Writing and Research Development.
Sign up Date: COMPANY & MAJORS Want to See: Interviewing for: Date Coming
UARCO, Inc., Deep River, Connecticut
1/30
Tues.? 2/11
SALES CANDIDATES IN: Acct., Finance,
Mgmt., Economics, General Business
and

1/31

to Pat Flaherty
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Senior Signup Changes

N. B.?Seniors will be given ONLY TENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS
After a
list is completed we will take ALTERNATES NAMES on each Company
We will
The existing Tuesday and Thursthen SELECT APPOINTMENTS
IF YOU DO NOT HEAR FROM US AND YOU
HAVE BEEN GIVEN A DEFINITE APPOINTMENT THEN YOUR APPOINTMENT day 2 P.M. signup for on-campus
WILL STAND
WE WILL BE CROSSING SOME NAMES WHO HAVE BEEN corporation
interviews is apparentGIVEN TENTATIVE APPOINTMENTS BUT WILL NOTIFY THEM IF THEIR
APPOINTMENT HAS BEEN CANCELLED BY US
ly unfair to some seniors who have
IF YOU ARE AN ALTERNATE AND YOUR NAME HAS BEEN SELECTED FOR A DEFINITE APPOINTMENT WE WILL NOTIFY YOU
This system will continue unless otherwise classes at the beginning of the

Tues.?2/18

Wed. ?2/19

The purpose of this change and
any subsequent changes in proceTechnical (12).
General Electric Co. (') Average of 80 Only; and up Thurs.?2/20
dure is to give as many students
1: Business Training (Accounting and Finance)?(13)
and
2: Manufacturing Training (Econ. and Mgmt.)?(l3).
Fri.?2/21 as possible an equal opportunity?
3: Engineering Services (Chem., Math, and
Physics)
(113).
to be fair to them, to the comNaval Research Labs, Washington. D. C.
Mon.?2/21
Math, and Physics only for Research and
panies
and to the classes which
Development (12).
Army Ballistic Missile Agency, New York
will
you, and to 8.C., of
Tues.?2/25
follow
Math, and Physics for Research (12).
Crane Co.. Long Island City, New York
Tues.?2/25 which we are all a part.
Mkt., Gen. Bus., Econ., Eng., Hist, or Soc. Sciences
CANDIDATES SHOULD HAVE A SINCERE
We hope that you will help us
INTEREST IN SALES. This company prework to this purpose and will be
fers VETS but will see few nonvets.
Touche, Niven, Bailey & Smart, New York
Wed.?2/26
fair to each other by not monoAccounting Only
for CPA Firm (17).
Hagan Chemicals & Controls, Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wed.?2/26 polizing interviews by taking apChemistry only
for Research (14).
Joy Mfg. Co., Claremont, New Hampshire (18)
Thurs.?2/27 pointments when you have no real
Acct. (9) and Management (9) for: Manufacturing
and Accounting.
interest, or by any other unfair
Filene's, Boston
Thurs?2/27
All Majors who have an interest in Retailing and
advantage.
?

2/10
2/11

2/11

2/12

?

2/12

?

2/13

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE COMPANY-Ad No. 220-A
3% x5 inches-B & W

College Newspapers, Week of January 20,1958
John W. Shaw Advertising, Inc.

(Job No.

8550-A)

2/13

Merchandising.
SIGN UP SCHEDULE FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH WILL BE POSTED ON:
FEBRUARY 10, 1958

George P. Donaldson
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Invading the territory whence they have come to draw their most
promising basketball material, N. Y. City, the Eagle quintet submerged
the New York Athletic Club 76-68, racking up their 10th win in succession and their third victory over a rival from the Empire State. The
New Yorkers, a group of ex-collegians and professionals who play the
game just for enjoyment, didn't give the Chestnut Hill five a very enjoyable evening since they were expected to give Dino Martin's men
a battle all the way and did just that!
Separated by no more than a few points from the opening whistle,
Dino's boys had no easy time of it with the Athletics, but were finally
able to put together an offensive splurge late in the fourth quarter
and overcame the New Yorkers. Ted Lyons was especially brilliant,
dropping in 27 points, many of the spectacular variety to lead all the
scorers with his personal high for the season.
Magee had 15 points including 6 out of 10 from the floor and 3
out of 5 at the line. He also took off 8 rebounds which were of the vital
category for the Eagles at the time. George Giersch came through
with 6 of his 10 points in the clutch 4th period when the New Yorkers
were threatening to put an end to the Eagle win streak.
With the pleasant feeling of having overcome half their on-theroad obstacles the Eagle hoopman next entrained for the short hop to
Jersey City.
A crowd of more than 4,000 including this observer with many of
us B.C. partisans, saw little-known St. Peter's College put on a David
and Goliath act, last Saturday to eke out a tight 58-57 victory scoring
their 57th and 58th point with only 40 seconds playing-time remaining
in the final quarter to upset the Eagle applecart and consequently
put an end to their ten game win streak. Hank Moreno's two foul shots
with only 40 seconds remaining was the deciding factor for St. Peter's,
in a game which saw B.C. blow hot and cold throughout the evening.
From the opening whistle, the Eagle quintet quickly moved into
a 14-4 lead, even more impressive than it looks, as this was accomplished without the sharp shooting of Jack Magee, who appeared to
be hampered by his old ankle injury and was definitely not having one
of his better nights. The Eagle five, however, was sizzling hot, sinking 17 baskets in 30 attempts during this first half and was handling
St. Peter's with ease. And so leading by a score of 38-25 at the half,
B.C. seemed to be well on its way to racking up its 11th straight victory and their first undefeated season.
But then the roof fell in. Suddenly blowing cold and avoiding the
rim, the Eagles were able to connect on only 6 out of 21, whereas St.
Peter's wasn't to be denied and point after point steadily closed the
gap until with just a few seconds remaining, they forged ahead.
Top scorer for the Eagle cause was Jack Harrington, who sent 18
points through the hoop, followed closely by Lyons and Giersch who
scored 14 and 13 respectively.

DOUBLE DRIBBLES:
The Freshman five put away their sixth straight win last Sunday
afternoon easily handling Dean Junior College at the Home Gym, to
the tune of 68-56. Top scorer for the young Eagles was Frank Quinn,
who accounted for 22 points from his center position, followed by
Chavalier who tossed in 18. Turning in stellar defensive performances
were O'Shaughnessey and Cochanan, who made it their business to
bottle up the opposition all afternoon.
After experiencing his first defeat of the '57-'5B season, Coach
Dino Martin was anything but pessimistic on being questioned about
the team's performance. "Well, it was just one of those things," reports Dino, "St. Peter's was definitely up both mentally and physically for the game, whereas my boys had just come off a tough one with
the N.Y.A.A. and were only naturally experiencing a let down. Then
again there was the injury to Magee which hurt us and kept Jack from
playing his best game. However, I don't mean to take anything away
from St. Peter's, they were a great little club and certainly earned

their

victory."
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simply playing in scheduled games,
though, but as he puts it, "There's
hardly anight goes by when I don't
either see or play some basketball."

The Celtics furnish Ted this off
night pastime and also some
handy tips on basketball finesse,
especially in the person of Frank
Ramsey. Ted's our Frank Ramsey
and does a good job at steadying a
real solid ball club.
B. C. seems to have its share of
ballplayers who possess

?
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a

great

deal of "stick-to-itiveness" with
Tom Meehan, a flubbing freshman,
who worked and became good as a
football senior and now, the
emergence of another unnoticed
freshman as the backbone of a
good basketball squad. And so, now
we have a basketball star with a
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Will be accepting applications for membership

Ted has become the pacer for
this year's squad through no small
effort. Mr. Lyons went out for the
frosh squad in his first year here
but discovered himself dropped
from the team when the final cuts
were made. Ted found himself a
"Y" though, and played a lot of
basketball in the"V" with stiff
competition furnished by talented
college and high school grads. Ted
learned enough to make the squad
as a sophomore and has dunked
baskets on and off since then.
Lyons got his real chance as a
starter last year when Jack Harrington fractured a finger and sat
out the last six games of the
season. This was the proverbial
"blessing in disguise" for both
Lyons and the Eagles, and since
then Ted has not been dislodged
from his starting spot.
Paul Lyons is not satisfied with
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SCALLEY

High man on the scoring pole for
our high-flying (until last Saturday
eve in Jersey City, that is), courtmen is a "little" six-one sharpshooter with the name of Paul
Lyons. Like all athletes with the
surname of Lyons, Paul, for some
strange reason, is nicknamed
"Ted". Ted is hitting the basket
successfully better than fifty percent of the time with his set shot,
jumper, and other tricks of the
trade to maintain a better than
seventeen point per game rate.
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for TEN DAYS
Starting Monday, February 3, 1958.

All applicants are required to show OFFICIAL
proof of age.

\u25a0

of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!" and
r (By the Author
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

**

A SCHOOL AWAY FROM SCHOOL
Students majoring in science, like all other American
students, have a wild yearning for culture, but, alas,

when a student is after a degree in engineering or math
or like that, he simply does not have time to take all the
liberal arts courses his heart pines for.
And what is being done about this unhappy situation?
I'll tell you what: Enlightened corporations everywhere
are setting up on-the-job liberal arts programs for the
newly employed science graduate?courses designed to
broaden his cultural base?for the enlightened corporation realizes that the truly cultured employee is the truly
valuable employee.
Take, for example, Lambswool Sigafoos.
A week after his graduation, Lambswool reported to
Mr. Femur, the personnel director of an enlightened corporation engaged in the manufacture of cotter pins and
wing nuts. "How do you do?" said Lambswool. "I'm
Lambswool Sigafoos and I've come to work."
"Sit down," said Mr. Femur, chuckling kindly. "Have
a Marlboro."
"Thank you," said Lambswool. "I like Marlboros.
I like their filter and their flavor."
"Me too," said Mr. Femur, blinking humanely. "And I
like their flip-top box. When my flip-top box of Marlboros
is empty, I use it to keep fish hooks in."
"Know what I do when my flip-top box of Marlboros
is empty?" asked Lambswool.
"What?" said Mr. Femur, sniggering graciously.
"I buy some more Marlboros," said Lambswool.
"A sound idea," said Mr. Femur, vibrating fetchingly.
"But enough chit-chat. Come along to the campus."
"Campus?" said Lambswool, puzzled. "But I've come
to work. Take me to my drawing board."
"This is an enlightened corporation," said Mr. Femur,
yodelling viciously. "First you must get your cultural
base broadened."
Mr. Femur took Lambswool to the training campus,
which looked like any other campus. It had ivy-covered
buildings, dormitories, fraternity and sorority houses, a
stadium, a deer park, and a moat. Lambswool was given
a roommate, a beanie, and copies of the company hymn
and rouser, and the enlightened corporation proceeded to
fill the gap in his culture.
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First he was taught toread, then to print capital letters,
then capital and small letters. Then there was an attempt
to teach him script, but it was ultimately abandoned.
From thesefundamentals, Lambswool progressedslowly
but steadily through the more complex disciplines. He
was diligent, and the corporation was patient, and in the
end they were rewarded, for when Lambswool finished,
he could play a clavier, compose a triolet, parse a sentence,
and identify the birthstone for every month of the year.
His lengthy schooling finally over, Lambswool was
assigned to an important executive position where he
served with immense distinction.... Not, however, for
long, because one week later he reached retirement age.
Today, still spry, he lives in St. Petersburg, Florida,
where he supplements his pension by parsing sentences
for tOUristS.
© IBM, MaxShulm.n
?
?

?

Here's a sentence tfiafs easy to parse: Subject you. Verb
get. Object a lot to like in a Marlboro, whose makers bring
you this column throughout the school year.
?

?

?
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Eagles Greet New Coach
PelagrinExA-PronStar
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This year's B.C. hockey team
has had a most frustrating season.
A combination of injuries, ineligibility, and inexperience has really
hurt the team. There have been
many bright lights, however, for
B.C. The surprising development
of the sophomores has been the
main highlight. One of them, Jack
Cusack, is leading the team in
scoring. Bob Leonard is fourth. Ed
Smith former All-Star at Melrose
has combined very well in the first
line with seniors Ned Bunyon and
Dick Kane. Ron Walsh, playing on
the third line, scored the most important goal of the season for
B.C. That was the one which edged
St. Lawrence 1-0.

izes that B.C. could now be among
the top two or three teams in the
East if the luck had been riding
their way. In the losses to Harvard
and 8.U., the Eagles played these
late in the game. The B.U. loss was
powerhouses off their feet for two
periods until running out of gas
a particularly bitter one because

foot which would have caused many
less courageous players to miss
the game.
This season with eight points,
Joe is one of the finest two-way
skaters on the team. He feels that
and we firmly believe the appoint- three penalties called on him were Pat Presley of St. Lawrence is
early spring Pellagrini will bring
of Pellagrini will prove to be all
questionable decisions. He the best player he has faced this
with him a combination of youth ment
just such a step.
played in spite of a badly bruised season and Ed. McDonald of Clarkand experience which should prove
of inestimable value to our, of late,
win starved baseball teams. Our
new coach, who succeeds John
Temple, was born in Dorchester,
Mass., thirty-nine years ago and
has since spent almost half of his
lifetime in professional baseball.
In 1938, while still a student at
Roxbury Memorial High School,
Pellagrini signed a contract with
the Red Sox Danville, Virginia
farm team. From Danville he
moved steadily up the baseball
ladder going to Canton, Ohio,

son and Harry Batchelder of
Brown are the best goalies he has
seen.
With much of the club returning next season, Joe looks forward
to a big year for the team. He will
once again be one of the standout
performers, no matter where he

Asset
t
o

Eagle Six

By PAUL LUCY
By

Those of you who read Neil Mahoney's timely article in last
week's Heights concerning the
glaring dirth of men with professional experience on our present
coaching staffs may recall that
my brother editor failed to mention the sport of baseball in his
prolific attempt at constructive
criticism.
This omission has since turned
out to be a somewhat ironical one
for the same day that the Heights
hit the stand, our "always good
for a surprise" athletic department announced via the off campus
newspapers the appointment of
former major league baseball player Eddie Pellagrini to the position
EDDIE PELLAGRINI
of head varsity baseball coach here
at the Heights.
This appointment of the much coaching roster is, to say the least,
experienced Mr. Pellagrini was of a welcome one. As a matter of fact
he might well provide the long

course not even remotely connected with the aforementioned
Heights article but it did serve to
lead one to believe that perhaps
the athletic office is more aware
than we gave them credit for of
the need for a few changes in our
current athletic setup.
When he reports for duty in the

absent spark without which no
baseball team or any team can

work effectively. Admittedly, the

battle is only half won, for the
team still needs better playing
facilities and more student support. However, any step in the
right direction is a welcome one

JAY MAHONEY

One of the unsung heroes on
this year's B.C. hockey team is
Joe Jangro of Melrose. His sacrifices for the good of the club
haven't been publicized, but nevertheless, they have been among the
main reasons for the success of
this year's team. When it was apparent that the other two lines
weren't clicking, it was Joe who
was moved back to the second line
and immediately it became the
highest scoring line. When Myles
Cassidy suffered a broken toe in
practice, Joe showed his versatile
hockey talent by moving back to
defense and playing brilliantly in
the Providence and B.U. games.
In his freshman year at B.C.
Joe was the sparkplug of the
hockey team. He led in scoring
with 34 points and was awarded
the Most Valuable Player Trophy.
Despite the two major switches
Joe has made, his play hasn't suffered at all. A defense in the B.U.
game Joe won the praise of all the
spectators and the B.U. players.
His checking made the B.U. players keep their heads up and the

three very questionable penalties
gave B.U. the opportunity to over-

take B.C.
The loss to Clarkson was a result of a defensive lapse of about
five minutes in the second period,
during which Clarkson scored the
four goals which proved to be decisive. The tic game with Brown
was nothing but a result of that
The continued improvement of strange hex which Harry Batchelthe sophomores plus a strong der holds over B.C.
freshman team makes the outlook
If the team can avoid any more
promising for next year. This season, however, is by no means over crippling injuries, the remainder
and, with a few breaks during the of the season, bolstered by the relast half, this club could surprise turn of Myles Cassidy they should
the hockey world. In reviewing the continue their wave of surprises
first half of the season, one real- and upsets.

plays.

Scranton, Pennsylvania and finally

in 1941 to San Diego's triple A
farm team. He would have joined
the Red Sox in September of 1941,
but remained in the west to help
San Diego who was then battling
for supremacy in the Pacific Coast
League. However, as it finally
turned out, Pellagrini had to wait
more than a season before donning a major league uniform for a
few months after he left San
Diego he received a familiar
"greeting" from Uncle Sam and
from 1942 through 1945 served
with the U.S. Navy. During the
next eight years he played respectively for Boston, St. Louis, Baltimore, the Philadelphia Phillies,
Cincinnati, and finally in 1953 and
1954 for Pittsburgh.
In the humble and singular
opinion of this writer the addition
of Eddie Pellagrini to the B.C.
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WHAT IS MASCARA?

MAIN OFFICE AND PLANT:
95 BRIDGE ST., LOWELL
GL 8-6333

Auxiliary Plants:
Boston

Oceanport, N. J.
Pawtucket, R. I.
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